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Having a web site is almost mandatory whether you are an individual promoting yourself, part of a company showcasing its products or services, or even a member of a band promoting its music, for instance; but unless you want to hire an expert to put your web site together, you’ll need a good deal of experience and knowledge of web technologies to make your site look professional and convincing. Microsoft Office Live provides a complete solution for creating attractive and effective web sites through a series of easy-to-use interfaces. The basic version is free, and you don’t need any coding knowledge to start making use of it.
Learn all the basic functions with Beginning Microsoft Office Live and get advice on how to improve site usability for your visitors, as well as explore more advanced topics. Your web site will soon be better designed and even more effective once you’ve mastered the more sophisticated aspects, such as sending e-mail to and from your site and adding dynamic functionality. 

	Create your own web site without any coding knowledge—ANYONE can use Microsoft Office Live! 
	Learn how to use all the standard functions. 
	Improve your web site—you’ll easily grasp the more advanced topics,  such as improving site design and usability, e-mail, and adding dynamic functionality.  


What you’ll learn

	What the different parts of the Office Live family are and its capabilities 
	How to sign up for Office Live and get a domain for your web site 
	What the most important aspects of creating a web site are 
	How to create a new site and add pages to it 
	How to manage resources such as images and documents 
	How to improve your site’s look and feel 
	How to make web site easier for your visitors to use 
	How to make your site easier to find on the Web 
	How to send e-mails to and from your site 
	How to manage your site effectively 
	How to add dynamic functionality to your site using JavaScript 

Who is this book for?

This book (and Office Live itself) is for anyone who wants to create a web site but doesn’t have much in the way of coding knowledge

About the Author

Rahul Pitre builds web sites and web–based applications for small and medium–sized businesses. He holds a master’s degree in business administration and a master’s degree in computer information systems.
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MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft AccessMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification program has been designed to validate your knowledge of and ability to use programs in the Microsoft Office 2013 suite of programs, Microsoft Office 365, and Microsoft SharePoint. This book has been designed to guide you in studying the types of tasks you are likely to be required...
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Multimedia Wireless Networks: Technologies, Standards and QoSPrentice Hall, 2003
	Integrating QoS in wireless multimedia network design
	Delivering QoS in WLANs, WPANs, WMANs, cellular, and satellite networks
	Covers every leading current and emerging wireless network standard


Integrate QoS into virtually any multimedia wireless network

From...
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CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide, 6th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	A complete, up-to-date revision of the leading CISSP training resource from the #1 name in IT security certification and training, Shon Harris


	Fully revised for the latest release of the Certified Information Systems Security Professional exam, this comprehensive, up-to-date resource covers all 10 CISSP exam domains developed by...
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Python Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a developer with knowledge of Python you are already in a great position to start using data visualization. This superb cookbook shows you how in plain language and practical recipes, culminating with 3D animations.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up an optimal Python environment for data visualization

...
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Foundations of Statistical Algorithms: With References to R Packages (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science and Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2013

	
		A new and refreshingly different approach to presenting the foundations of statistical algorithms, Foundations of Statistical Algorithms: With References to R Packages reviews the historical development of basic algorithms to illuminate the evolution of today’s more powerful statistical...
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First Raise a Flag: How South Sudan Won the Longest War but Lost the PeaceOxford University Press, 2019

	When South Sudan's war began, the Beatles were playing their first hits and reaching the moon was an astronaut's dream. Half a century later, with millions massacred in Africa's longest war, the continent's biggest country split in two. It was an extraordinary, unprecedented experiment. Many have fought, but South Sudan did the...
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